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Abstract

The automotive customers demand new functionality
with every new product release and the time-to-market is
constantly shortened. The automotive embedded systems
are characterized by being mechatronic system which adds
complexity. The systems are often resource constrained and
trade-offs between the system behavior and the resources
required is of great importance. The decisions are usually
based on many factors that pull in different directions such
as maintenance, portability, usability etc. The complex sys-
tem and the many uncertain factors create a need for sup-
port in the design process. In this paper the use of Real Op-
tions is evaluated on a hypothetic but realistic case taken
from the automotive industry. The case show how real op-
tion valuation provides additional guidance when making
system design decisions. Real Options provide the oppor-
tunity to analyze the cost of designing for future growth
of an platform, based on the estimated value of the future
functionality. The value of a flexible design can thereby be
quantified making the trade-off between short and long term
solution more accurate.

1 Introduction

Today most innovations made within the automotive do-
main are driven by electronics. According to a 2006 study
made by McKinsey [10] they expect the total value of elec-
tronics in automobiles to rise from the current 25% to 40%
in 2010. The same study mentions that a large Japanese car
manufacturer had to recall 160 000 vehicles due to software
failure. Another manufacturer recalled 1.3 million cars due
to an electrical failure with an estimated cost of EUR 325
million. The automotive customers demand new function-
ality with every new product release and the time-to-market
is constantly shortened. Most design decisions of automo-

tive electronic and electrical (E/E) architectures are done
during the early phases. Often, the E/E architecture needs
to support a full product line of vehicles or vehicle variants
that are released over a number of years. They must allow a
large degree of variability to cope with the demands of dif-
ferent customers. To be able to satisfy this growing demand
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) needs to de-
velop architectures that can evolve throughout its lifetime
without forcing premature architectural changes.

Similar products in other industries solve this problem
by simply adding extra assets to cope with future demands.
The cost sensitive automotive industry has to optimize the
use of the system limited assets, but in the meantime also
be flexible. Figure 1 shows a possible usage of one of the
systems limited asset during its lifetime. New functions are
consuming the asset and eventually at t5 when a new func-
tion is introduced there is a need for an architectural modi-
fication. If this is unplanned it would result in a large cost
and a delay of market introduction. Because of the rapid in-
crease in functionality that is unfortunately often the case.

The design decisions are usually based on many factors
that pull in different directions such as maintenance, porta-
bility, usability etc. The complex system and the many un-
certain factors create a need to define methods which can
provide guidance in the design process. This paper aims
to evaluate if the use of Real Options could be a suitable
method to value flexibility and thereby improve the quality
of design decisions. Our main contribution is to show how
Real Options can be used to value the possible system de-
signs in an product line architecture and thereby improving
the decisions.

1.1 Paper outline

The evolution of financial options into Real Options are
discussed in Section 2, where also the social and organiza-
tional aspect of using Real Options are briefly discussed.



Three different methods of valuing Real Options are stud-
ied in Section 3. The question if Real Options are suitable
to value the flexibility in embedded system design is an-
swered in Section 4. In Section 5 a hypothetic but realistic
case from the automotive industry is analyzed using Real
Options. Various related work is presented in Section 6. In
the last section conclusions are made and future work pre-
sented.

2 Introducing real options

2.1 Definition

Using options theory is one approach to deal with the
high level of uncertainty when making design decisions in
the early phases. The theory derives from finance where an
option is the right but not the obligation to exercise a fea-
ture of a contract at a future date [11]. An option has a
value because it gives its owner the possibility to decide in
the future whether or not to pay the strike price for an asset
whose future value is not known today. An option provides
therefore a right to make the costly decision after receiving
more information. There are two different types of options,
American and European. A European option may only be
exercised at maturity opposite to an American option that
can be exercised any time until the exercise date. Real Op-
tions could be seen as an extension of financial option the-
ory to options on real (nonfinancial) assets [1]. Copeland
[7] defines a real option as: ”the right, but not the obliga-
tion, to take an action (e.g. deferring, expanding, contract-
ing, or abandoning) at a predetermined cost called the ex-
ercise price, for a predetermined period of time - the life of
the option.”

2.2 Real options today

Since the 1990s options theory has started to be utilized
within the field of engineering. It is then called Real Op-
tions and was developed to manage the risk of uncertain
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Figure 1. New functions are consuming the
systems limited asset.

design decisions. In 2002 de Neufville [9] coined the ex-
pressions Real Options in and on projects. Real Options on
projects treats the enabling technology as a black box while
Real Options in projects are options created by changing
the actual design of the technical system. Real Options
on projects provide a more accurate value of the project
and Real Options in projects support the decision on what
amount of flexibility to add. ”Real Options on projects are
mostly concerned with an accurate value to assist sound
investment decisions, while Real Options in projects are
mostly concerned with go or no go decisions and an exact
value is less important.” [16]

2.3 Social considerations

Real Options do not only provide a way of valuing sys-
tem designs, but it also forces the developer to think about
the future in a systematic manor. By giving future flexibil-
ity a value it assists the developing organization in making
decisions and also enables a way of predicting the growth of
the complete system [3]. Leslie concludes the article ”The
real power of Real Options” with ”The final, and perhaps
greatest, benefit of real-option thinking is precisely that -
thinking” [14]. The possibility of changing the way peo-
ple think might also be the hardest part in bringing accep-
tance to new methods such as using Real Options. The new
method must not only be better than the one it is replacing, it
should also be triable, observable and have low complexity
[7].

3 Valuing real options

One of the advantages with Real Options compared to
many other architecture evaluation methods is the possibil-
ity to value different system designs and thereby finding the
most economically sound investment. This is probably the
most complicated part of using Real Options, and during the
years since ”Real Options” was coined there have been sev-
eral approaches to calculate its value. They all have various
assumptions and we will in this section evaluate the most
appropriate for our case. There are three general solution
methods [1]:

• Black-Scholes-Merton model. The partial differen-
tial equation approach calculates the option value by
solving a partial differential equation including the
value of a replicating portfolio.

• Binomial model. The dynamic programming ap-
proach lays out the possible future outcomes and folds
back the value of optimal future strategy.

• Monte Carlo simulation. The simulation approach
averages the value of the optimal strategy at the
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decision date for thousands of possible outcomes.

We will now present the the first two models in more detail,
whereas the third model is beyond the scope of this study.

3.1 Black-Scholes-Merton model

The Black-Scholes model for which they later received
the Nobel-price was created by Black and Scholes 1973
and is widely used on financial options. The Black-Scholes
model makes two major assumptions that concern our case;
it demands a replicating portfolio and only supports Euro-
pean type options. A replicating portfolio contains assets
with a value matching those of the target asset. The repli-
cating portfolio of financial options can easily be found on
the stock exchange as the stock value, but when looking at
Real Options that are not traded it can be very difficult to
find. Considering our case it seems very unlikely that as-
sets needed is exercised at a predefined time. Sullivan [15]
discusses the assumptions made and argues”They will not
hold for some, perhaps many, software design decisions.”
More recently Copeland [8] argues”There are valuation
methodologies that effectively capture the complexities and
the iterative nature of managerial decisions, and the Black-
Scholes-Merton model is not the only, or even the most ap-
propriate, way to value Real Options.”Also Amram who
provides [1] a four step solution using Black-Scholes states
”The Black-Scholes solution is appropriate for fewer Real
Options applications, but when appropriate it provides a
simple solution and a quick answer.”The conclusion is that
the Black-Scholes model is suitable for financial options,
but hard to use in our case.

3.2 Binomial model

The binomial model does not need a replicating portfolio
[5] and also supports American type options. The initial
value,A, changes with each time interval and either goes up
with the probabilityp to Au or down toAd until its final
date [1]. The value of the asset (A) at each decision point is
given through Equation (1) withr being the riskfree interest
rate andσ the volatility and the time period∆t.

A = (pAu + (1− p)Ad)e−r∆t (1)

Assuming that the underlying asset has an symmetric up
and down movement(u=1/d):

u = eσ
√

∆t (2)

d = e−σ
√

∆t (3)

p =
er∆t − d

u− d
(4)

Looking back at our case the value of the flexibility op-
tion would change during the development stages. This ap-
proach will be future developed in Section 5

4 Real options in embedded system design

There are as many Real Options in embedded system de-
sign projects as in any other engineering project. Those sys-
tems contains a large amount of design variables and para-
meters that can be valued as Real Options in projects.

4.1 Automotive embedded systems

The building blocks of an automotive E/E system con-
sists of electrical control units (ECU) connected to commu-
nication networks. The communication networks are usu-
ally divided into subnetworks and the communication be-
tween those are made through gateway ECUs connected to a
backbone. Different sensors and actuators are connected to
the ECUs depending on the function allocated to the ECU.

4.2 Suitability of real options

To find out if Real Options would be a support in embed-
ded system design one needs to clarify the characteristics of
this domain. As stated earlier [10] the large volume and
cost of the product makes errors in the design very expen-
sive. Also conflicting requirements found late in the devel-
opment phase cause a high cost. At the same time there is a
very high level of uncertainty during this design phase and
important decisions are made by a small group of engineers
[2]. The automotive embedded systems are characterized by
being mechatronic system which adds complexity. The sys-
tems are often resource constrained and trade-offs between
the system behavior and the resources required is of great
importance [13].

When to use Real Options is explained by many authors.
Copeland [7] states”It is making the tough decisions - those
where the Net Present Value is close to zero - that the ad-
ditional value of flexibility makes a big difference.”This is
in our case true when developing a new functionality where
the market demand is very uncertain. If the design would
include a real option to abandon or change course the risk
taken could be minimized. Under these condition, the dif-
ference between real option valuation and other decision
tools is substantial.

4.3 Real options in embedded systems

There are many new functions that are about to be in-
troduced or already introduced that have a large impact on
the electrical system of automotive vehicles. It would not
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be wise to analyze all the real options available. When de-
signing a function distributed over a communication net-
work there are some assets that are generic and can easily
be used by other functions. Such Real Options could be
bus-capacity, available I/O, CPU-capacity, memory space
or even energy. When available they provide an increased
amount of flexibility or available design space and thereby
added value. Other assets used in the function such as ap-
plication software, cable harness, sensors or actuators are
often very dedicated to the specific function. When design-
ing a distributed function one would early need to secure
the common resources, but the dedicated assets can be de-
cided upon later. Those assets do not provide flexibility to
the whole system, but they can be seen as the exercise price
of the real option providing flexibility to the function.

Many design features such as memory and processor ca-
pacity can be seen as options, i.e. giving you the right but
not the obligation to use them in the future. Component
based design can also be seen as an option, where the initial
investment is the additional cost of making the design of the
system component based. The added value to the system is
mainly the possibility of the component to be reused, but
also a shortened time-to-market and the value of a flexible
design. Current and future technical demands of the sys-
tem together with economical and organizational demands
call for a systematic evaluation method. Using Real Op-
tions as a method to evaluate alternative solutions enables
the possibility to value the flexibility of the technical solu-
tion. A solution that is more likely to withstand change due
to future demands has therefore a higher value when eval-
uated using real options compared to traditional evaluation
methods. To enable the possibilities of future reuse the sys-
tem needs to be designed with interfaces between compo-
nents (both SW and HW) that are prepared for future needs.
During the development process multiple design steps will
be made through design decisions, each decision will nar-
row down the available design space. The design space is
the amount of possible solutions that can be chosen and is
therefore also tightly coupled with the requirements.

The design will be different depending on how long the
system is planned to withstand future change. To evaluate
what level of flexibility is appropriate one must therefore
first provide the rough requirements of future needs. Given
the estimated value of the future functionality a real option
analysis will then show what amount of flexibility should
be added to make the investment adequate.

5 Example: Lane departure warning

To analyze the method and its usefulness a hypothetical
but realistic example is made taken from the automotive in-
dustry.

5.1 System overview

A lane departure warning function warns the driver if
the vehicle unintentionally alters its course outside the lane.
When developing a function such as lane departure warning
one has to take into consideration what future demands will
be assigned to the system design. A basic standalone lane
departure system would include a lane recognition module
and a driver alert module. By adding information such as
steering wheel angle and vehicle speed taken from the ve-
hicle network the quality of the driver alert could be im-
proved. A first improvement could therefore be integration
with the vehicle network. Future improvement of the driver
alert quality could for instance involve smoothness analysis
of the vehicle position inside the lane. There are also future
functions and enhancement of existing functions that could
be implemented using the capabilities of the system. Ex-
amples could be analysis of driver distraction, driver qual-
ity, active steering, object classification (road signs) or au-
tomated vehicle control. The user interface could also be
varied or combined by optical, acoustic and haptic warning.

5.2 Real option problem

Given the future requirement of the lane departure sys-
tem a design can be made (Figure 2) for a system that can
support all future requirement. From this design concept
the quantitative data needed to perform an real option valu-
ation need to be extracted (Figure 3). How to estimate and
retrieve this data is out of the scope of this paper, but a chal-
lenge for future research.

The planned lifetime of the platform is 3 years, and if
the function has not been implemented before the expira-
tion date the value of the real option is lost. The minimum
goal of the investment in the new platform is to exceed the
interest gained from the companys risk free interest rate set
to 3%. The cost of preparing the platform for future expan-
sion in terms of additional product cost (memory, network
connection, etc.) and development time is equal to the price
of the real option and estimated to $0.5 million. The exer-
cise price $1.5 million of finally implementing the function
includes the cost of sensors, cables, developing application

Lane departure warning
component

video stream Driver alert

Steering wheel angle

Vehicle speed

additional sensor

Object position

object type

system status

Network

communication

low speed network
communication

 high speed network
communication Sub-

components

Hardware

Software
Basic

Advanced

Basic

Advanced

Input signal Output signal

discrete
signal

Figure 2. Advanced lane departure system
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Option value (V) The value of designing flexibility

Option price (C) Cost of designing for flexibility

Exercise price (X) Cost of utilizing flexibility

Underlying asset value

(S)

Current value of implementing

flexibility

Volatility  (s) Uncertainty of costumer demand

Time to exercise (t) Time when the option is exercised

Time to expiration (T) Lifetime of the current system

Option on stock Real option in embedded systems

Figure 3. Factors affecting the value of an op-
tion.

software and sales and marketing activities. The expected
value of the future function which represents the underlying
asset is given through a simplified model (5) to be $2 mil-
lion. The product cost is the estimated costs during the sys-
tem lifecycle. The volatility of the investment, mainly due
to the uncertainty of future demand is predicted to 25%.

A = expectedvolume ∗ (custumerprice− productcost)
(5)

5.3 Real option valuation

A system could be designed to suit the different future
needs and by using the binomial model the value of the
Real Options can be calculated using the method shown
in Section 3.2. The price of the real option was $0.5 mil-
lion and the current value is calculated to $ 0.71 million,
which means that adding the cost of flexibility is a good in-
vestment. The results show that the future option value in-
creases with the number of requirements implemented (Fig-
ure 4). If only a low number of requirements will be de-
manded the value of the option will be lost. It also shows
how the risk changes with the probability. This risk could
be eliminated by not implementing the possibility to sup-
port a certain requirement. This would lead to a limited de-
sign space where an improved functionality cannot be im-
plemented without a re-design of the system. Finally the
figure illustrates how the binomial model fits the develop-
ment process and as Amram states gives the user a”peek
under the hood”[1].

5.4 Discussion

The results show that investing in a flexible platform
would most likely be a sound investment if a large part of
the future requirements were implemented during the sys-
tem life cycle. The diversity of the proposed functionality
makes it very uncertain what functionality will be imple-
mented, which also is the reason why flexibility has a value.
The prediction of the volatility and the value of the under-
lying asset is crucial to the results. One of the strengths
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Figure 4. The decisions made narrows the ini-
tial design space.

when using real option valuation is that the uncertainty is
taken into account and not left out of the calculation. It
also provides a valuation method that can be used to analyze
different future scenarios. Similar analysis can be done to
estimate the value of future functions by iteration of sales
volumes, customer price, etc.

6 Related work

Real Options is far from being the only method devel-
oped for valuing architectures. There are few methods
that makes an economic consideration, CBAM [12] being
an exception. Real Options is unique by also considering
the flexibility and the architectural evolution over time [4].
Our literature survey has found three research contributions
[6][3][5] that involve the usage of real options in system
design involving software or hardware. None of them ad-
dresses embedded systems or the automotive domain ex-
plicitly.

Browning et al. [6] extends Real Options ”in” projects
to architecture optionsand presents a theoretical example
where stakeholder overall value increases with 15% by de-
signing the system for the right amount of adaptability. The
framework presented shows a way to implement the opti-
mal degree of flexibility. The initial research propose using
the model of Black and Scholes to calculate the value of the
Real Options, but do not present a case. Browning shows
that architecture options provides the information to better
predict the need for system upgrades and thereby increases
the lifetime value of the system.

Bahsoon et al. [3] uses the concept ofArchOptionsto
value the stability and scalability [3] of software architec-
tures. ArchOptions are valued using the model of Black and
Scholes and a replicating portfolio is therefore needed. The
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portfolio is valued by the requirements it supports during
the operation of the software system.

Banerjee [5] argues the need for flexibility and presents
the solution of flexibility options compared to a fixed de-
sign. The value of the flexibility option is calculated using
the binomial model that does not need an replicating port-
folio and also supports American type options. The work
done by Banerjee seems to be what best meet our prior
stated problem definition.

7 Conclusion & Future work

Real Options theory is a very powerful tool that en-
ables analysis of both economic and engineering factors.
It presents a possibility to put an economic value of sys-
tem adaptability and could therefore support the design de-
cisions in the early phases. Real Options provide the op-
portunity to analyze the cost of designing for future growth
of an platform, based on the estimated value of the future
functionality.

When developing an embedded system using Real Op-
tions each function would first buy the right but not the
obligation to use the asset at a future date. The real op-
tion approach could when fully developed provide not only
evaluation but also prediction of future needs.

Real Options on system design is a newly added ex-
tension of the option theory and there is not a developed
method available. There is research needed to find ways
on how to calculate volatility and value of the initial asset.
There is also a need to make case studies focusing on the
acceptance of the result in the developing organization.
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